






Archimedes Principle 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RefIvqaYg8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RefIvqaYg8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RefIvqaYg8


Archimedes: 
 The greatest Mathematician of antiquity and 

one of the greatest of all times.
 He accurately calculated number “π”
 Defined the screw which was named after him



Archimedes in the bathtub:
King Ieron ordered a gold crown, but 

he did not trust the goldsmith. He 
asked Archimedes to find out if the 

crown was pure gold or not, without 
destroying the crown.



While bathing, he noticed that the  
level of the water increased when he 
got in the tub, and realized that this 
effect could define the crown’s volume 
–therefore density in gold too- solving 
the problem. He was so excited that he 
exclaimed “Eureka”, which means “I 
found it” in ancient Greek.



For the history, the crown was not 
pure gold! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IsqAejuaBw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IsqAejuaBw




Archimedes lever was a weapon designed to 
defend Syracuse. It was composed of a crane 
and a hook, meaning to hook the enemy ship 
so that it would sink.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZNmgP2aCrk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZNmgP2aCrk


 Archimedes used mirrors to direct the sunlight 
against ships attacking Syracuse, burning them.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RG2O_6YdP8A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RG2O_6YdP8A


Greek mathematician from Alexandria, Egypt

 Named father of Algebra due to his work 
“Arithmetics”, in which algebra problems are 
solved using equations of 1st and 2nd degree.

 He first started using fractions and real 
numbers.



On his gravestone there was an 
inscription with an algebraic 

problem. If solved, the year of his 
death would be revealed. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KUGLOiZyK8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_KUGLOiZyK8


His most known piece of work is “Elements”, 
composed of 13 books.

His books inspired the Axiomatic Method of 
modern Mathematics. His work was so 

important that  the Geometry he described 
was named after him, whereas “Elements”  

is considered to be one of the most 
important pieces of work of all times.





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=440gbGszjk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=440gbGszjk8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7UbiDVXoyo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7UbiDVXoyo


He was born in Kyrini (nowadays 
Libya) but lived, worked and died in 

Alexandria, Egypt.
Ptolemy the 3rd appointed him as the 

librarian of the Library of 
Alexandria (236 BC). In 194 BC he 

got blind, stopped eating and died a 
year later, not being able to bear the 
deprivation of learning, which his 

blindness imposed. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuGk1-
ivXbA

He was the first to calculate the 
periphery of Earth to 39,690 km, 

which is a very accurate 
calculation, taking into 

consideration that nowadays it is 
estimated to 40,007,86 km.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YuGk1-ivXbA


 He was the first to claim that The Earth is a 
globe in the center of the Universe and rotates 
on a 24-hour basis.

 He also came up with geographical parallels. 
He expressed the belief that it is impossible to 
travel along a geographical parallel from Iberia 
to India sailing the Atlantic Ocean.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mw30CgaXiQw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mw30CgaXiQw


The term “Geography” and 
the calculation of the 
Earth’s periphery are 

attributed to Eratosthenis





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9JalNlYGDA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9JalNlYGDA


 The primest pre-Socrates 
philosopher, the 1st of the seven 
Wise Men of Antiquity. He was 

Mathematician, Physicist, 
Astronomer, Mechanic, 

Meteorologist and founder of the 
Ionian School of Physics Philosophy 

in Militos. 



He tried to understand the world 
through Science, and explain natural 

phenomena (e.g. sun eclipse)
without reference to mythology .



The first who tried to interpret natural phenomena, one of 
the main being earthquakes. According to him, the 

Earth floats on  water which causes earthquakes when 
there are waves. In his cosmology, water plays  a vital 

role. He is attributed two cosmic theories:

1. The Earth has the form of a cylinder discus.
2. Water is the beginning of everything.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXkx1Z0EI
9I

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXkx1Z0EI9I


Thalis believed that the world 
is filled with Gods and that 

psyche is something 
moveable.



Thalis discovered solstice, the fact that 
the moon does not have its own 

light, as well as electrism and 
magnetism.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oBWVu_DDMw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oBWVu_DDMw


Thalis is referred to as a great geometer.He 
was admired by the Egyptians, as he 
calculated the height of the pyramids 

based on the length of their shadow and 
the shade of a stick which he placed in a 

vertical way on the ground.

The theorem  of Thalis is also known.





He was Greek, (born and died in 
Germany) acknowledged 

worldwide. His scientific work 
covers many sectors of Mathematics, 

Physics and Archaeology. 



1891-1895 : Studied Civil Engineer in the Military School      
of Belgium (Brussels).

1895 : Visits Chania in Crete to see his uncle, who was  the 
general administrator of the island. There he met 
Eleftherios Venizelos.

1898: Goes to Egypt to work in the construction of the 
Asuan barrier.



At the time, Getingen was considered to be the greatest Mathematics 
Center and famous teachers taught there.

David Hilbert and Felix Klein had an impact on Karatheodori. In 1904 he 
became a  doctorate and immediately he asked to work in Greece, but

he was told that he had chances to be appointed only in province schools 
as a teacher. Therefore he returned to Germany, where he taught  

Albert Einstein. This is what he said about his teacher,during one of 
his last pubic appearances: “You ask me to answer to all sorts of 

questions, but noone has ever wanted to know who was my teacher, 
who showed me the way to the higher mathematical science, 
thought and research. I simply say that my teacher was the 

unrivalled Greek Konstantinos Karatheodoris, to whom we owe 
everything…” Indeed, it was a Greek from Thrace. He has not only 
been in touch with Einstein but has also helped him to complete the 

theory of relativity.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNCj-K2hd_k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNCj-K2hd_k


He was born in Samos, somewhere between 592 and 572 
BC. He was named after Pythia of Delphi, who foresaw 

his birth.

He was a great Greek philosopher, mathematician, 
geometer, and founder of Pythagorean School.

He is the unrivalled founder of the Greek mathematics, 
created a complete system for the science of the 

planets, which he proved geometrically and 
mathematically.

He called himself a philosopher and was the first to 
discover spaces from a chord.
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